
25 August 2022 (Electra) - How will the new TPM work? 

 

Question: 

I am new to transmission pricing, and I am in the process of setting our prices for next year. I 

would appreciate it if you had some time to meet and go over how transmission pricing is going 

to work and how we should apply it in your view. 

 

Response: 

Thank you for your email of 25 August. You’ve asked whether we ‘have time to meet and go 

over how transmission pricing is going to work and how we should apply it in your view’. 

Transpower sets prices for its direct transmission customers, including Electra.  We have no role 

in how our distribution customers pass those through to their own customers.  We are working 

to support all our customers to understand how the TPM works in practice.  As part of that we 

have published information about the new TPM and indicative pricing.   

Our online TPM pages are here. This links to the short Guide to the TPM, a number of more 

detailed Information sheets (links on this page), TPM Q&As and an indicative TPM consultation 

schedule. Information on earlier TPM-related consultations is here, and material relevant to 

Transpower’s development of a proposed TPM during 2020-2021 is here.  

We publish a regular TPM Newsletter. We invite you to sign up here (scroll down), and you can 

read previous newsletters on that same page.   

To help customers understand and prepare for pricing changes under the new TPM, we have 

published indicative prices for 2022/23.  This provides an example of what the current 

transmission charges would be if the TPM was applied to that year. It also projects out to the 

2034/35 pricing year to indicate how indicative prices may evolve over time. The indicative 

pricing information is not final and may change as we confirm allocations under the new TPM 

with our customers. The most recently published indicative pricing is here.    
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